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Skam druck tumblr

matteo as a character makes me feel absolutely batshit....... they really took isak and made it very depressed and a drug addict and less normie and quite shy and strange and ripped off a new heart..... also the sense of dress made him even gayer in some way like.... isak wore skinny jeans and graphic and windbreaker T-shirts.
Meanwhile matteo was like these pants are 3 sizes too big and my belt is useless I will also pair it with a GIANT SCHLUBBY JACKET and it was a whole new level..... simply absolutely janky and perfect. About to go crazy Matteo Appreciation Week: Matteo Appreciation Week favorite costumes -&gt; Grandpa Sweater s3
rewatch + random matteo gifs [19/?] Matteo week of appreciation: Chill type, Double Jonas, feingelist, is him in our class, cute, brother, good kisser Matteo-Isak+Even Matteo Appreciation Week: Day 2 Matteo and Hanna &lt;3333 I have seen all the remakes of the Isak seasons and not necessarily more, so this is based solely
on them ... I'm pretty sure Druck and Skam Spain resonating so well with me has a lot to do with how much they both mixed it up and played with the source material. Not only in terms of Druck having a trans guy and SkamEs having girls, but they tried to pay tribute to the spirit of the original instead of just redoing the scene for
the scene. I love the way Matteo was given many of Even's lines. I've heard people say that by making David trans, Druck somehow 'doesn't care about mental illness'. Seriously? I mean, all the Isaks are pretty depressed, but Matteo? Jesus. I feel like it's all there, it's subtle. Maybe I'm reading between the lines, but Matteo
literally doesn't fully open his eyes except when he's near David. He doesn't feel anything except when he's around David. David is a completely different character to Even. It's so isolated by comparison; it's just him and his sister, no friends, no girlfriend, kind on the surface, but just a horror ball underneath. Even's dominance
doesn't suit Matteo or David, and sharing his lines and actions between them made a very different dynamic. Similarly, Skam Spain could have taken the story of boys and 'female' characters in it, as it appears to be a popular and lazy writing tactic in television and film in recent years. But no, they made it a very feminine story.
Society treats strange women very differently from men and they took that into account. And unlike other Isaks, Cris doesn't question his sexuality until after he meets Joana. Joana awakens these feelings in Cris, she not only confirms them. As for her handling of MI, I think making Joana instead of bipolar was a brilliant
decision. Once again, it greatly changed its character arc and relationship. it is hot and cold; Joana's hotter and hotter. It's completely all over the store and its outbursts of anger are so different from the general Even archetype. She encounters as painfully real, as much as the woman and as BPD. Honestly, the closer a remake
of the original is, the less I like it. They seem to want to upload the drama instead of giving the characters their own stories, and simply ... feels like a bad fanfiction. (And let's not talk about Italy apparently without knowing the difference between bipolar disorder and personality-limiting disorder well.) Bonus: having a good Jonas
and a good Eskild are essential and both Druck and SkamEs have that right part, even when they combined the two. Bonus Bonus: My phone's keyboard automatically switched to Norwegian for this stripper. Well, then. na-klar:Kiki: How's Nora? Zoe: Well, why? Kiki: Zoe... Zoe: What? Why don't you ever ask me how I am? Kiki:
How are you, Zoe? Zoe: GoodKiki: Really? Zoe: No! Kiki: Finally? It's all right? Zoe: No, for her mother. I don't think he likes Kiki: The important thing is that Finn likes you! And I like you ❤na-klar:Ava: Are you all hme?+oMailin: yes, everything is spinning
not in the mood for a hangover, no! Fatou: I took the wrong path
and was totally lost for a while Ava: Oh no Fatou For the way the boys see each other tomorrow night? Since it's Halloween
Enmailin: I'd be happy to! Then we can also plan a little more for merchandising! Fatou:
Inded by drucktranslations October 31, 93 notes na-klar:Fatou: Hey Nora where you are? You lef
Nora: I wanted to get top-ups and didn't want to bother you aln us some convenience stores are closedFatou: You could have said something, now you have to take everything on your own Nora: Oh, it's okay. I have my bag with meFatou: Well, I'll see you soon then! And if you need help please send us a text
message!posted by drucktranslations 31st 106 notes tirpse:Nora: [photo]Josh: Niiiiceee
Nora: Yes, it's really cold. I didn't think it would be ☺️Josh: We also had fun doing parkour. I almost fell in my face. Rods - worst enemyNora: posted by drucktranslations October 31st 121 notes TW: Depiction of Mental Illness A
note ☝️:This episode presents the depiction of a mental illness. If you are not comfortable with this topic, please refrain from watching this episode, or just watch it with support by your side. Please talk to a doctor if you need help. Or talk to a person you can trust, such as a close friend or someone at school, at work, or in college.
This is very important! !jVUGCQ5b!UNcjpr3YLJHonguxcWQ+ a great place. ... session with the children. through Josh's Instagram story on October 29, 2020*Sadly I can't tell what kind of session they're having. Is it a parkour terminolgy that I'm not familiar with? Feel free to let me know so that edit this post.tirpse:Ava: Hello!
Fatou: Hello! Ava: Welcome to our Mukbang! Fatou: Mukbang! Ava: Today we are testing... Fatou: Vegetarian and vegan sweets. This is vegan. This is vegetarian. And so is this. Ava: Ava: Vegetarian. They're not expensive. We've got them pretty cheap. You can get them in your normal superstore [in German], superstore,
supermarket? Supermarket. You want to try the bunny first? Ava: First the rabbit. That's what it looks like. Or is it a mouse? Fatou: Oh, is it a mouse? Ava: It's a mouse. Fatou: Okay, a mouse. Ava: It's a little sticky. Fatou: He's not the biggest fan. Ava: It's okay. It's not unbelievable, but it's okay. Weiterlesenna-klar:Josh: Hey,
how was the dentist?
Nora: All right! Josh: I'm glad
want to meet you tomorrow night? Nora: I'm already doing something with the girls then, I'm sorry
can I call you? ☺Josh: Ok fineeeee There will we meet another day
na-klar:Ava: Hey Nora, where are you? Fatou: What about Mailin? Nora:
Totally asleep and now it's no longer worth [going to school] Fatou: Sapo you feel! Ava: Haha okay Friday is a very nice Nura concert by the way❤❤ would you like to go? I'll send you a link
can you see us in yours again Nora and listen to him together? Nora: Of course ☺Fatou: Is it okay for your mom? Nora:
course, she's cold about that TW: Representation of Mental Illness A note ☝️: This clip presents the representation of mental illness. If you are not comfortable with this theme, please refrain from watching this clip, or just watch it with support next to it. Please talk to a doctor if you need help. Or talk to a person you can trust,
such as a close friend or someone at school, at work, or in college. This is very important! //drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zC8V7HHPa3xdH0x3ZCpLDIFmVH0VFGvS?usp=sharing jVUGCQ5b!UNcjpr3Zz3YLJHonguxcWQ+ posts are only made to make this blog accessible on mobile devices. click on the links above to find the
full and updated range of available links. New Nora Wallpaper! September 21Production of Zole on Instagram Hottest Hottie I know! Ismail's comment: ❤ Monday to September 21 (Wed. September 16) C: Everything okay? (Thu. 17 September) N: Hey, can we meet tonight? I want to talk to you [about something]C: yes, of
course. (Phone call lost at 4:18pm) (Friday, September 18) N: Can we talk again? It was a bit/dumb yesterday (Sat. 19 September.) N: Can you write that you're okay? N: I'm worried. (Today) N: Can we talk about and solve this maturely**doesn't translate directly to mature, more like Monday, September 21 (today)Z: Are you
coming too? Let's relax outside a little N: When? Z: Around 5 p.m. on N: I don't know yet. Z: Why? Z: For Constantin? N: Nonsense! Z: Well, he wasn't very calm about it Z: Should I talk to him! Z:? N: No! N: Why not Zoe! N: I really have to figure this out on my own. September 21 (today)K: So how was it? N: was
what? K: See Constantin again. N: Well, it was fine. I think he's still a little angry. N: But it's okay. K:So you're going to be okay? N: Of courseK: Tell me if you want to talk N: Yes Mom K: Okay I'll stop waiting: But just say if you want to talk
N:
pleasenewtplease favornewtplease Where can I watch full
episodes of Druck's S2? Google's unit link has some missing episodes. I remember there was a mega link, but I just looked for it and I couldn't find it anywhere. If you're looking for somewhere else to do you find it's a great place to stay? Anonymous asked: Hii! Are you going to post the clips with submarines here or are you
posting only the transcript and need a vip to see the actual clips in yt? Hey, I don't think I'm going to translate or transcribe the clips. I'm running this blog alone and translating the clips would become too much work for me, sorry :( nelnaviglio asked: hey, thanks for the translations!! I have a question: do you know where we can
see druck not so legally bc is geoblocked in my country ... and preferably with subtitles ? Is there a blog that publishes the clips? Hii, I think @drucktranslations will translate and post the clips/episodes on your blog! September 20 Post Nora on InstagramGirl in blue. September 20 Post Zoe's Post on InstagramThe best
[people]!!! Comment by Nora:
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